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MEET THE TEAM
Our talented in-house designers, Ros, Annette and Colette are on hand to offer their experience 
and expertise to you. They are available to create bespoke commissions, adjust sizes, repair or 
restring your pearl jewellery.

Ros Nutley 
17 years at IOW Pearl

My garden is frequently the  
source of my inspiration.  
I usually consider colours first, 
gather the materials and allow  
my designs to evolve that way.  
I particularly enjoy working with 
small and odd shaped pearls such 
as Keshi along with amethysts 
and rose quartz.

Annette Edmundson 
6 years at IOW Pearl

My aim is to make the wearer 
feel confident, beautiful and 
glamorous. The ultimate 
compliment is when my creations 
are chosen, worn and loved.  
I love working with Freshwater 
pearls, often incorporating semi-
precious stones to create classy, 
timeless and flattering pieces.

Colette Griffiths
18 years at IOW Pearl

Using my creativity to bring  
the seed of an idea to life 
is what motivates me. I’m a 
big fan of designing for the 
individual so I love working  
with unusual pearl shapes  
and colours to create truly 
unique pieces of jewellery.

necklaces

£1.30 per inch knotted

£1.00 per inch unknotted

bracelets

£12.00 knotted

£10.00 unknotted

BESPOKE
Speak to any of our team about the best way they can help you with your query, whether it  
be transforming an old piece of pearl jewellery to commissions.

RESTRINGING
We string all our pearls onto silk to ensure your gems last longer and create a more natural shape. 
Restringing your pearls every couple of years is a good way of maintaining your jewellery and  
reducing the chance of eventual wear. 

We can string with or without knots and can recommend the best option depending on your 
needs. The benefit of knotting is that if you ever accidentally break your string, you’re likely to  
only loose one valuable pearl at most.

Come see us in store or call 01983 740352 and ask for the design studio.




